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About This Game

The year is 2051. Location: SATAZIUS, a long-abandoned planet.
The cruiser Agano was on patrol when it was attacked and stricken by a confederacy of space pirates that had established a base
on SATAZIUS. The pirates attacked the Agano intending to steal the assault ship ‘Trafalgar’ that was stowed aboard the Agano,

but the Trafalgar made a successful emergency escape.
The crew of the Trafalgar calculated the probability of successfully escaping the pirate overrun planet at 0.02%; the probability
of charging into and successfully destroying the pirate base was 1%. Taking the higher probability escape plan, the crew of the

Trafalgar turned their ship toward the pirate horde and began their charge into the heart of SATAZIUS.
SATAZIUS is an awesome old school side-scrolling arcade shooter by accomplished indie developer ASTRO PORT (Gigantic

Army, Armed Seven, Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser), featuring an arsenal of 13 types of upgradeable weapons, power-ups,
obstacles and boss encounters that arcade veterans will enjoying getting to grips with. Customize your ship by selecting two side

weapons which can be cycled and deployed at any time during the action, and a charge attack to unleash massive destruction.
There is a plethora of enemy ships to shoot down, tight spaces to navigate, power ups to grab, and bonuses to acquire. Featuring
great stage design, a thumping techno soundtrack, fast and outstanding action, old school graphics and giant bosses, SATAZIUS

is a true throwback to old-school arcade shoot ‘em ups, replete with homages which will be instantly recognizable to fans of
arcade shooters.

Key features:

13 upgradeable weapons to choose from
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4 difficult levels allowing accessibility for new players while challenging veterans as well

Varied and exciting stage design

Massive bosses

Winner of the August 2008 Jikkyo Play Contents Award
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Title: SATAZIUS
Genre: Action, Indie
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ASTRO PORT
Publisher:
Nyu Media
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2011
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Not bad overall. Mostly 2D game with 3D turn based combat. I think probably the 2D aspect actually makes it slightly more
entertaining as missions tend to involve choices. The downside and upside is there is no main character. Upside because your
heroes die, but you can hire new ones and continue on.

Some interesting limits. I find the max 10 heroes/soldiers limit a little tight personally, and 3 max on missions as well. The
interesting part with the missions is rescues can get you an additional hero that will accompany you for the remainder of the
mission.

Very easy to have heroes die as well, if you make the wrong choice on a mission. Chasing down a Harpy or something for
example, as you end up facing a much more challenging encounter. Some other interesting aspects of choices, is having those
who should be allies attacking you because they mistake you for an outlaw.

The graphics in the 2D could use a little work I think. The map is mostly just a system of square connecting tiles, and the paper
style is sort of old, thick paper, which is kind of cool. Still 3D elements to it, with page movement and the like, but I think
maybe adding some additional text style might be nice, as well as having highlighting text look less like a link on an old web
page would be good.

The map could possibly use some cartographic elements around the edges, and possibly including old depictions of forests,
mountains, rivers, and the like, similar to older RPG maps, even having little to do with the actual function of the map itself.
Just make it a little more interesting.

Game mechanics seem to work well, and it plays smoothly. Could do without highlighting of buildings on the town, (also 3D,
and somewhat interactive), but that may be a personal choice. When you select one, the view shifts to a close up on it, and I
think that's enough.

Interesting, will play again.. very similar to the other games, it is a decent time use. Its hard being stuck in space all alown on
ship thats needs repairs, you probably won't make it...But you should definitely try!. Wasn't the best lego game but had a pretty
solid story so yeah, pretty good.. oh SMOKE CANDY bars...IT SUCKS
NOT RECOMMENDED. Been testing for awhile, this game is awesome the dev is a really cool guy!. Why is this cost money?
It's like the most simple arcade ever. put it free.
---Price just NOT worth it.
Final Score: 2/10
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I recommend this game.... IF, and only if, it's on sale. I don't feel it's worth the full asking price.

Which is a shame. It's similar to Limbo but with a bit more colour and some sort of power ups that you need to use to solve
varoius puzzles. However, the game is very short (which may or may not matter to you) and it doesn't have that same dark,
oppressive feel that Limbo has. It doesn't have a thick atmosphere to draw you in, which is something these kind of games need.

It's a relatively enjoyable puzzle platformer to play through and finish in an afternoon. But it's not anything more than that.. kids
game

-meh. If all dlc were like this one, there wouldn't be such hate.

It adds vast amount of content. Units, regions, and campaings.

I remember spending my days after school paying all the pack had to offer.

Those were the days!. As a game-reviewer, I can't say that you'll always agree with my opinions. In fact, there will come a day
when I recommend a game you hate, or dislike one that you love. I can't promise that I'll always be right, or never be wrong, but
I need you to do one thing for me.

I need you to believe me. I need you to trust me. This review can't continue until I make it absolutely, positively, 100,000%
clear that I am not a robot. I am not a soul-less husk of computer chips, wires, and circuit-boards. I am a flesh & blood human
that is worried about the future. With every passing day, humans are building more robots. These robots are being programmed
to take our jobs, drive our cars, and eventually replace us in every way imaginable. You thought it was bad when your spouse
discovered Hitachi? In a few years, she's going to have her own robo-Jude Law. That's right, you'll come home one day to find
Gigolo Joe himself in your bed.

To combat this new and overwhelming loneliness, you turn back to videogames. However, due to rapid advances in AI
programming, robots will be the ones making all of them. Human game-developers are... too inefficient... too costly. For one
thing, humans require sleep, and no matter how poorly this industry treats its workers, most of them still manage to get a few
hours of rest each day. With robot workers, we get new videogames every minute. Unfortunately, they're all shameless,
effortless, pointless wastes of time. Big Action Mega Fight! is best described as a taste of the future.

The first warning sign that this is probably going to be a lousy game, is the number of enemy-types. Beatemups are known for
repetitive enemies, and every low-life somehow manages to have thirty twin brothers, all with different-colored jackets.
However, almost all beatemups have more than five types of enemies. The first stage in the genre classic Streets of Rage 2 has
more enemy-types than this game. The bad-guys in SoR 2 also manage to have more than one move. Now that's just crazy isn't
it? Robots don't even have a fundamental understanding of how a beatemup should work. All of the enemies have one move
each, and they all have the reaction time of a dead skunk.

The problem with robots is that they don't understand the details. They look at bullet-points. They calculate that if their
videogames have all of the features, then they will be considered enjoyable to human-beings. Now let's look at a few of these
features. Big Action Mega Fight! has meaningless grinding. In order to strengthen your stats and power-ups, you need money.
When you have the money, you can level-up. Leveling up is good, it's like getting a pat on the head, or a nice little treat. That's
right human! Listen to this "ding"! Doesn't it sound so very pleasant? A videogame should feel rewarding to play. You're not
supposed to get rewarded just because you play it, and certainly not with ridiculous upgrades like +40% damage to power-up
that has a random chance of appearing.

Big Action Mega Fight! also has randomness. Apparently we enjoy being surprised. Before each stage, your special ability is
randomly selected, and that's supposed to be awesome. If you don't like the power you recieve, you can choose to spin the wheel
again for a mere 10 coins. You could also just back out of the level and restart it, but you'd miss out on the opportunity to throw
money away. Sometimes the game also randomly decides what enemy you should be punching. Sometimes, you'll just slide into
a position in front of the enemy. It's disorienting and doesn't make any sense, which makes it a fantastic idea for this game.

Do you know what else humans love? REFERENCES! Do you love any or all of the following: Back to the Future, Breaking
Bad, Rick Astley, Final Fight, Streets of Rage, Street Fighter 2, The Legend of Zelda, and videogames? If your answer is yes, yes,
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or hell freakin' yes then you are 100% guaranteed to love this game. BAMF! has MEMES as well! Jokes as old as the Internet
will never not refuse to be unfunny. Highly advanced robot processors have already determined that you are supposed to like
this game, because it makes jokes about Zelda, and it's designed to mimic those old beatemups you're always nostalgic for. Still,
I want you to consider this.

 How can a game mimic beatemups of the past, if it doesn't even have boss-fights? There aren't any in this game. Even if the
game had a few bosses that were cheap and laughably-programmed, they'd still lend a sliver of variety to keep things somewhat
interesting. Instead, the game just ends at level 38.

Unfortunately, robots are incapable of making a fun videogame. When it comes to designing all of the elements that make up a
game, they're exceedingly proficient. However, if BAMF! is any indication, a robot's idea of fun is mashing through 38 stages
of boring one-dimensional enemies, using one of three moves, and spending a perfectly good weekend leveling a completely
useless power-up, just because it's there. There's no challenge, no replay-value, nothing that could draw somebody's attention for
more than 10 minutes.

This is the future Isaac Asimov didn't predict. The robots might not be allowed to kill us, but they can design videogames that
are so bland, so boring, so by-the-numbers and predictable, that humanity will lose hope. Big Action Mega Fight! is a perfect
example of everything that's wrong with game-design. It's a product focus-tested and overly-designed to the point where only
other robots could find it enjoyable.. This game has a lot of great things going for it, like consistent design, zero slowdown even
under the craziest projectile load, and some seriously excellent sound. The mazes are large and simplistic, and no level takes any
real amount of problem solving to complete. The neat tricks on offer - secret destroyable or passable walls, bonus exits etc - are
used sparingly enough that the core gameplay is always front and centre. It never feels like a weak game behind obscured by
distracting tricks. It is, I have to say, a real heap of fun, except...

It's too easy. Powerups are generously awarded, not so fast that you fill all the gauges in a hurry, but fast enough that by level 20
most stages have become a cakewalk (and I'm playing on hard). Even as new, bigger baddies are introduced (ooh, this vector
circle's a different shade of purple, what does it do oh it's dead already) they're killed just as quickly. It doesn't take more than
the least amount of effort to keep from dying. Boss fights are rare but never take two tries. I'm 50 stages in (out of 80) and I've
had to restart a stage maybe ten times, mostly in the first 20 levels. I play a few rounds a few times a day but usually stop
because it's just not exciting enough to keep going.

I wish I could wholeheartedly recommend this game, but it's got some issues. I sympathize with the developer who has said it's
not been anything approaching remotely profitable, and I suspect as a result the game's bugs will never be fixed. Some powerup
options cannot be selected, or sometimes they can depending on whether the game gifts one to you or if you earn it with
experience points. And sometimes not even then. The game is always in-focus even if it's behind another application, so that it's
always making noises as if you're hovering over a menu option. It doesn't detect my gamepad, while every other game does.

If it were harder, if there were fewer enemies that were harder to kill, perhaps it wouldn't feel so inevitable that I'll beat it
without dying 20 times. It's a fantastic miasma of light and sound and I love that stuff to bits, but that thrill, that missing
component that makes you want to keep coming back, just isn't quite there.. How tall are you cowboy?
I’m six feet and seven inches, ma’am.
Let’s forget about the six feet and talk about your seven inches.. A cute puzzle game, yet it lacks the addicting nature that most
matching games tend to. There's barely a semblance of story [though not most puzzle games have such], and it only progresses
after you've played about... oh, 40 matches for each stage. Each stage has about 8 levels or so, and each level has 5 rounds to it.
Because of this lack of progress being felt, it gets more tedious than other matching puzzle games do. It does have a bit of
uniqueness to it, in that the matching gimmick is based off square or rectangular shapes; rather than moving pieces around to
make a match nearby, you have to search for four corners in order to make a match. The music, while adding to the cute theme
of the game, doesn't really have any memorable traits to it, and the music for when time is running out is kind of annoying more
than adding to the rush factor. Transition between rounds is slow, for a matching game that includes a time limit. This adds to
the feeling of slow progress, as well as the 40 rounds one must go through in order to see the next piece of the "story" that is
meant to tie the game together. Since it's a puzzle game, I won't go on about the little bit of story that I've played through, other
than that it's just there for show and doesn't add to the game experience.
There's just something missing from this game that makes it as addicting as other matching games. Perhaps the lack of a falling
chain/combo, like other matching games have. Where more traditional matching puzzle games have new pieces fall in from
above, this one just has them reappear. And since you have to click on the corners in order to make a match, there's some fun
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missing in having matches just suddenly cascade into a nice combo that completes the level.

Overall, if you don't care much about puzzle games and you find it on sale or in a Humble Bundle, I'd say go for it. But if you
like the addicting nature of matching puzzle games, then I would pass on buying it unless you absolutely run out of other games
to play or try.. Fun little game, easy enough to understand and fun enough to play overall, would reommend for anyone who
enjoys the simpler things in life. It's kind of like a minigame-driven VN with a board game vibe. A one-of-a-kind game though,
very unique and lots of fun.. I have been skiing for 25 years. This game gives me flashbacks of close calls from my youth when I
would do jumps too big for me. The landings tell my brain to expect pressure on my knees so I overcompensate and neigh fall
over- its a blast. All the fun of big jumps minus the pain. Its a VR favorite of all my skiier friends too.
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